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This work wants to present dierent aspects and problems relating to Underground Water
Systems. Underground Water Systems initially were used especially where there were geother-
mal anomalies (Continuous Flow Systems); but now there are new dierent utilizations, as ATES
(Cyclic Flow Systems), driven by energy storage concept, thus also areas with normal aquifer situa-
tion, without any geothermal anomaly, could be exploited. With increasing of Energy Savings ideas
these Underground Water Systems had become more studied and utilized. It is possible to identify
two dierent way of exploitation the Underground Water Systems: one exploitation of aquifer due
on geothermal anomaly, that is use of underground system as big heat exchanger, or use of under-
ground water as Storage material of cold and heat which can be useful in other circumstances1.
For these systems two points are important: the rst is represented by the geological analysis and
eld characterization study, and the second study is represented by the modeling of systems using
simulation programs to predict how the system will go. After this pre-feasibility studies a pilot
system can be prepared. In this work, after an background and introduction chapter, the focus is
on the simulation, analytical and numerical analysis. There are two main parts of this document:
numerical and analytical modeling of Continuous Flow Water Systems and Cyclic Flow Systems.
The objectives of this thesis are the comparison between analytical and numerical solution and also
to nd a simple numerical model which can be used to predict the underground water situation
under dierent state, for a good pre-feasibility study. Dierently to several articles in literature,
the focus, takes into account axial symmetric solutions that represent the real situation of a well
drilled in the ground; normally to compare analytical and numerical solutions, the numerical one
is usually simulated under the same condition of the analytical one; here, instead the numerical
solution is built as close as possible to the real phenomena. This work is divided in chapters whose
content is introduced by an abstract section.
1These storage systems present several advantages to other storage systems, indeed they need minimum one
well to store already a great amount of energy. The disadvantage is represented by the several and expensive
pre-feasibility analysis.
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Abstract
The word Aquifer, from Latin language, means water-bearing and it is easy to understand how
its normal structure is made by a porous media strata only with an impermeable under burden for
the swallow aquifer (unconned aquifer) and also an impermeable overburden for conned aquifer.
To understand better the origin and the structure of the aquifer it is appropriate to talk about
minerals and rocks and the formation of unconsolidated materials. Than the macrostructure of the
underground formations will be explained, hence the aquifer typology as well. Also in this chapter
some theory elements about the hydraulic properties will be introduced. For more information see
(Delleur et al. 2007) and (Banks 2008).
1.1 Rocks
Rocks are formed by one or more minerals conglomerate under dierent type of crystallization
that are due to a dierent types of formations. Minerals are made as singles chemicals elements
or as a compound. There are three main classes of rocks: igneous rocks, sedimentary rock and
metamorphic rocks.
Igneous Rocks are very common all over the world indeed they are formed as cooled products
from the molten state (magma that is get out during volcanic eruptions from earth fractures); the
most known type of igneous rock is basalt, an extrusive rock cooled by a rapid process near the
earth surface crust.
Pyroclastic rocks is a part of sedimentary rock and igneous rocks formed by accumulation of
particular types of rocks as extrusive lighter lava or pumice, erupted just as lapilli (type of rock
that usually cools in air incorporating a lot of hair in its crystals formation, this cause the typical
characteristic of lightness).
Sedimentary rocks are the most common class of formation, this type is usually formed by the
deposition of rocks from air or water.
34 CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND
Figure 1.1: Typical hydraulic properties of geological formations (Banks 2008)
The last main class is named Metamorphic, these are formed by rocks from all the category
(parent rocks) under transformation due particular external conditions (pressure and temperature
stress). Note that metamorphic rocks have the same chemical composition of the parent rocks, but
a dierent structure.
Obviously groundwater can be found in all of the three rocks formation, but commonly the
greatest amounts of water stands in the sedimentary accumulation. The cause of that is because
in sedimentary formations the porosity is higher than the other classes of rocks.
1.2 Underground General Characterisation
It is possible to classify underground formation in three macro structure: Aquifers, Aquitards
and Fractures. There are two important hydraulic properties that are useful to understand the
dierences in these categories: Hydraulic conductivity (K) and storage (S). The rst one represents
the maximum velocity that a water 
ow can assume. The second one represents the maximum
volume of water that is possible to absorb (or release) under specic condition in hydraulic head
about 1 m for a specic volume of material. Thus a material with an high value of K (Hydraulic
conductivity) can absorb a great amount of water during a specic time and it is easy to think
that a material with a good value of S (storage coecient) can stock a high amount of water
(Figure1.1). With the word Aquifer it is assumed every underground system that is a strata or
body of rocks or sediments that produces an economically useful amount of groundwater; these
structures are usually characterized by great values of K and S. Thus these formations are usually
identify as porous-medium or inter-granular 
ow aquifers.
An underground system characterised, with poor value of K and S, is identied as Aquitard,1.3. AQUIFERS CHARACTERISATION 5
Figure 1.2: A groundwater cascading out of a ssure in a pumped borehole in the Chalk aquifer
of southern England (Banks 2008)
usually this consist in Fine-grained sediments1 e.g. silt and clay formations.
The third underground rock formation lays where rocks structures are crystalline as granite,
slates and gneiss. In these types of rocks it is easy to expect a very poor porosity and high value
of impermeability, however there are dierent events to be taken into account. The main one is
the high value of stress, made by earth movements during geological time, which cause several per-
meable structures like joints and fractures; these formations are usually named Fractures-Aquifers
and have the ability to use an enormous amount of water (magnitude of hundreds liters per hour
until thousands).
Also there are other typical rocks structures like limestone, dolomite or chalk formations that
have, as the formation just introduced, a very poor permeability and very poor porosity as well. It
is typical to nd in these types of rocks formation some erosion phenomena. Indeed the solubility of
the salt in the water and the capability of water erosion power conduct, during the years, to form
underground channel typically named Karsic phenomena (Figure1.2). These types of structure
produce a dierent Aquifer just named Karstidied Aquifer (it is easy to understand that these
formation are High K and low S characterized).
1.3 Aquifers Characterisation
The word Aquifer derives from Latin language and means water-bearing, therefor it is easy to
understand how the normal Aquifer structure is characterized with a porous media strata with
an impermeable under burden (for the swallow aquifer, unconned aquifer) and also an imper-
meable overburden for conned aquifer. One important dierence when talking about aquifers is
represented by the dierence between Conned and Unconned concepts (Figure1.4).
Unconned aquifers (Figure1.3 (a) ) are not under pressure and there is not a dened cover
1Characterised with low porosity which consists in a very small pore dimension formation, or in the worst cases
with very low interconnection between pores. Thus there is a very low eective porosity.6 CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND
Figure 1.3: (a) Unconned aquifer (b) Conned aquifer (Banks 2008).
layer indeed the cover part is "free": in other words without any constraints. Thus the upper
boundary is free and the water surface is named water-table. This water-table can vary during the
time so it is dicult to dene precisely a saturated zone. Also the recharge water ( from rainfall)
enters from the top of the aquifer and moves for gravity, so there is a portion of strata in which
the aquifer is unsaturated, \the vadose zone".
Conned aquifers (Figure1.3 (b) ) are made by a strata of medium material between two
impervious layers on the bottom and on the top. That structure is typically made with porous
media and two clay layers bounded. This type of aquifer is kept under pressure; this pressure
depends on depth and the natural pressure of the formation. Sometimes the hydraulic head is
greatest than the depth, so water starts to gush from the ground; this phenomena is well known
as artesian aquifer.
1.4 Hydraulic Properties
1.4.1 Porosity
Porosity is a property that represents the ideal capacity of a solid volume to storage water, it
is done by the follow expression:
n =
Vp
Vs
(1.1)
where:
Vp is pores(voids) volume [m3].
Vs is solid volume [m3].1.4. HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES 7
Figure 1.4: Another representation of Conned and Unconned aquifer.
n is porosity.
There are two dierent types of porosity: Primary porosity and Secondary porosity. The rst one
represents the value of porosity that it is possible to nd after the rst event of the rocks formation
(e.g. after precipitation or other causes typically weathering or biological); the second, Secondary
porosity, is obtained after a subsequent process that induces new cavities formation (e.g. due to
animals or vegetables decomposition). If we are consider the porosity of a single rock and do not
talk about a conglomerate of gravel, it is useful to use the term of Eective porosity. Eective
porosity represents the ratio between all connected pores (of the sample considered) and all the
sample solid volume. To determine the entity of n a very simple test is used and it is based on
Archimede's rule. One volume of rock (our sample) is considered, it is known in shape dimension;
this volume is absorbed in a well known water volume and after that some times it must be wait
to permit that water lls all the void spaces of the sample. After waiting some time (saturation
time), we have to measure the dierent high variation of water level due only by the rock volume
that represents the real sample rock part volume. It is possible to nd the void volume by the
dierence between the volume of the rock sample and the real volume of the sample rock part. If
we talk about single rock, there is the dierence between porosity and eective porosity, but if the
strata taken into account is formed by a conglomerate ( e.g. coarse gravel), these two parameters
are the same. To determine the conglomerate porosity two factors have to be considered: the
arrangements of its grains and the uniformity of the grain-size distribution.
To better understand these concepts, it is useful to consider one ideal model to represent the
gravel conglomerate: the greatest value of porosity for a conglomerate is analytically found using a
spherical grains laying in a parallelepiped shape, as represented in Figure1.5 it amounts at 47.65%.8 CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND
Figure 1.5: Cubic packing spherical grains.
Figure 1.6: Rhombohedral packing spherical grains.1.4. HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES 9
On the other hand, if the same spherical grains are in a dierent pack as rhombohedral packing,
the value of porosity is 25.95%( Figure1.6). It is useful to dene others coecients like Uniformity
coecient Cu that is indicating the quality ( due to the inhomogeneous size of the grains) of the
stored volume:
Cu =
D60
D10
(1.2)
where
D60 is diameter below of which 60% of the grains are ner.
D10 is diameter below of which 10% of the grains are ner (real grains diameter).
If Cu is less than four it means that the D10 and D60 are nearest and the conglomerate is well
stored, but if Cu is greater than six it means that the D10 and D60 are considerably very various
and the composition of the conglomerate is very dierent in grains size, thus this is a poor stored
volume. Another parameter is e Void ratio represented as follow:
e =
Vp
Vs
(1.3)
Porosity using e become:
n =
1
(1 + e 1)
(1.4)
1.4.2 Moisture Content
Usually the water content is considered in a underground porous media system to better forecast
its behavior under given hydraulic situation. The water content is given in two ways: as in weight
ratio or in volume ratio. The moisture content gravimetrically and volumetrically are the following:
m =
Ww
Ws
(1.5)
v =
Vw
Vs
(1.6)
where:
Ww is water weight of sample volume [kg].
Ws is the weight of the dry volume [kg].
Vw is water volume of the sample [m3].
Vs is the sample volume [m3].
Usually these parameters are less used, the most used and common parameters are Saturation
Ratio and Degree of Saturation. The rst represents the ratio between the volume of the water
and the volume of the voids and the latter is the saturation ratio percentage form:
 =
Vw
Vv
(1.7)
% = 100 (1.8)10 CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND
Figure 1.7: Soil and Rock Physical Properties.1.4. HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES 11
If  reaches the unity and % reaches 100% the volume of the soil is saturated, otherwise it would
be unsaturated and part of the voids would be lled with air.
1.4.3 Capillarity
When a volume of soil is unsaturated, some water will ll those voids where there is not the
presence of water and it is called capillarity eects. Capillary forces rstly have a major role and
permit the movement of the water between solids grains by adhesion phenomenon. There are two
interesting phenomena that insist in the capillarity process: one is the molecules attraction and the
second one is the surface tension. The rst is responsible for water adhering to soil or rock particle
surfaces and the second is the water cohesion toward each other when water is in contact with air.
In the saturated formation these two phenomenon are perfectly balanced, thus their eect do not
cause any water movement. There are numerous phenomena that permit the water movement,
specially when the underground systems nearest the free surface is treated (e.g. evaporating and
drying), fortunately all of these can be neglected in saturated formations as will be done in this
work.
1.4.4 Compressibility
To study the groundwater processes is useful know about the water and soil behaviours, rst
of all their compressibility.
Compressibility of Water
Water is a 
uid and it is slightly compressible. To identify this properties is useful the use of
isothermal compressibility (Domenico and Schwartz 1990):
w = K 1
w =
 1
Vw

@Vw
@P
(1.9)
where
Kw is the water bulk module of compressibility [N=m2].
Vw is the water bulk volume [m3].
P is the pressure [Pa].
NOTE: Typical value of w for water at 25℃ is 4:8  10 10 [m2=N].
Compressibility of Solid
The matrix solid Compressibility factor is dierent from the water compressibility factor because
for solid there are dierent stress in action, thus it is given a stress balance equation between
external and internal stress due to the pore pressure and the stress from the skeleton of the solid12 CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND
Figure 1.8: Illustration of Hydraulic Head
grains. Under constant temperature and incompressible grains the bulk matrix compressibility can
be represented as (Domenico and Schwartz 1990):
b = K
 1
b =
 1
Vb

@Vb
@t
(1.10)
where:
Kb is the rock bulk module of compressibility [N=m2].
Vb is the rock bulk volume [m3].
t is the total vertical stress acting [N].
(NOTE: sign minus identify the situation that under a compression the volume decrease itself).
1.4.5 Hydraulic Head
Hydraulic Head (Figure1.8) is an important variable because it represents the energy in a
specic point of groundwater; by identifying this value for each point of the system it is easy to
identify the value of the groundwater movements (water moves from a point with high value of
hydraulic head to a point with less, the hydraulic gradient (Figure1.9) well describes the variation
of Hydraulic head I = @h
@l where h is hydraulic head and l is the length in which is considered the
variation of h). Typically in hydraulic head expression the kinetic value is neglected and it can
be represented:
h = Z +
P
  g
(1.11)
where:
Z is the elevation head [m].
P is the pressure [Pa].1.4. HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES 13
Figure 1.9: Illustration of Hydraulic Head
rho is the water density [
kg
m3].
g is the gravitational velocity [ m
s2].
NOTE: P
g can be identify with PSI called pressure head.
1.4.6 Storage
Storage is an important parameter that would represent the capacity of a single volume of
aquifer to accept or release water under a specic condition of hydraulic head variation (1[m]).
In other words, Storage represents the maximum volume of water that is possible to take up (
or release) under specic condition in a specic volume of material under 1[m] of hydraulic head.
The concept of storage it is useful to apply in a 
ow rate balance, when the injection 
ow rate is
dierent from the pumping 
ow rate. The 
ow rate balance can be expressed as follow:
Qout  t = Qin  t  S  t (1.12)
(NOTE: during a t time) where:
Qin is the Injection 
ow rate [m
3
s ].
Qout is the Pumping 
ow rate [m
3
s ].
t is the Time [s].
S is the Volume for unit of time accepted or released from the aquifer [ m
3
s ].14 CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND
In saturated porous media there are two important phenomena that cause the storage phenomenon:
the compressibility of water and the expansion of the matrix. These two phenomena can be used
in the denition of Specic Storage (that is the volume of water store or released from a volume
of saturated porous media under 1m of increase or decrease in hydraulic head) as follow:
Ss =   g  ( + n  ) (1.13)
where:
Qin is the Injection 
ow rate [m
3
s ]
 is density of water [
kg
m3]
g is acceleration of gravitation [ m
s2]
 is water compressibility coecient [m
2
N ]
 is aquifer compressibility [m
2
N ]
Another coecient Storativity consider the specic characteristic of the aquifer, the thickness:
S = Ss  b (1.14)
where:
b is the aquifer thickness [m]
b is the aquifer thickness (NOTE: in conned aquifer under saturated condition the value of S
ranges from 0.005 to 0.00005. Obviously when S is big the aquifer can be store more than an
aquifer with low value of S ).
1.5 Permeability
One important characteristic of the aquifer is the capacity to transmit 
uid. The most im-
portant parameter to describe the transmittance of the 
uid is Intrinsic Permeability (k); this
parameter depends only by the characteristics of the media and does not depend from the media
condition state or pressure and temperature values. The follow equation indicates the Intrinsic
Permeability:
k = C  d2 (1.15)
where:
d is the average diameter of the pores [m].
C is an empirical variable depending from the aquifer characteristics (as packing sorting).
The unit of measurements is [darcy] ( from the name of Henry Darcy the author of the Darcy's
Law for porous media). One [darcy] is the area through which one 
uid with 1 centipoise of will

ow at a rate of one cubic centimeter per second per square centimeter under 1 atmosphere as
pressure gradient per centimeter:1.6. HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY 15
1darcy =
1centipoise cm3
(seccm2)
(1atm=1cm)
Usually the relationship between one darcy and one cm2 is:
1darcy = 9:87  10 10cm2
NOTE: this relationship is well used for every Newtonian liquids or gases through the medium.
1.6 Hydraulic Conductivity
As just explained, the intrinsic permeability is an aquifer attribute and does not depend on
the type of liquid and the media condition; to have a complete description of transmittance 
uid
phenomena it is taken into account the Hydraulic Conductivity. Hydraulic Conductivity considers
the medium behavior (using k) and also the liquid properties:
K = k   
g

(1.16)
where:
k is intrinsic permeability [D].
 is 
uid density [
kg
m3].
 is 
uid dynamic viscosity [Pa  s].
The dimension of this parameter is velocity [m
s ] and it is easy to understand that it represents
the volume of 
uid 
owing perpendicular to a unit area of porous medium per unit time and per
unit of hydraulic gradient. (NOTE: to see some typical value look Figure1.7) Henry Darcy was
the rst to use this parameter, he had found that the coecient K is proportional value between
the 
ow rate and the hydraulic gradient per unit of length. Sometimes it is useful consider one
parameter to generalized the concept for entire aquifer, thus using Trasmissivity it is easy to know
the amount of water through an aquifer of b thickness:
T = K  b (1.17)
It is simple to identify the denition of trasmissivity as \the volume of water per unit time passing
through a unit width area of aquifer perpendicular to 
ow integrated over the thickness". If we
consider an area A of the aquifer, it is possible to calculate the value of the total 
ow rate Q
through this area under the gradient I as follow:
Q = T  I  A (1.18)
1.7 Water Underground Movement
As already illustrated, the energy for a ground water system can be express as hydraulic head
usually with dimension of meter, also it is already known that only with a variation of energy16 CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND
Figure 1.10: Darcy's original apparatus with mercury manometer and (b) equivalent apparatus
with water manometers (Delleur et al. 2007).
there is the possibility to have a variation of equilibrium state. To have ground water movement
we must have a hydraulic head gradient, this can be caused by geodetic variation and velocity or
pressure variations (particularly important are those during an human exploitation).
1.7.1 Darcy's Law
Henry Darcy, French engineer, found in 1586 the relationship between hydraulic gradient and
the 
ow rate in a porous media volume. Considering a sample of porous media with Hydraulic
conductivity K, Darcy's Law says that the 
ow rate across an area A of the sample under an
hydraulic gradient i =  @h
@s (in s direction) is given by the follow equation:
Q = q  A =  K  i = k  
g

 A  i (1.19)
where:
k is intrinsic permeability [D].
 is 
uid density [
kg
m3].
 is 
uid dynamic viscosity [Pa  s].
q is Darcy's velocity (or specic discharge) [ m
s ].
NOTE: the minus sign indicates that the 
ow moves from high to low head (along the direction
of decreasing head). The parameter q is not the real water velocity (named pore velocity), indeed
q represent the 
ow velocity in porous media like the water crossing all the surface A. To 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real velocity of the water it is advantaged the use of eective porosity:
v =
q
ne
(1.20)
The one dimensional form of Darcy's Law is:
q = K 
(h1   h2)
L
(1.21)
The limit of validity can be introduced with Reynolds number Nr:
Nr =
q  D

(1.22)
where:
q is Darcy's velocity (or specic discharge) [ m
s ].
D is representative length [m].
 is kinematic viscosity [m
2
s ].
NOTE: Darcy's Law can be used only in the porous media formation; it cannot be used in karstic
and in fracture formations (and all the formations with big average pores diameter). For the porous
media systems the deviation from Darcy's Law stars at Nr  5 and the turbulent 
ow starts at
Nr = 60 (Schneebeli 1955).
1.7.2 Flow Toward Circular Well
Following Darcy's Law it is possible to analyze the behaviour of conned aquifer under pumping
condition from a circular well (Figure1.11). If we consider a conned aquifer with an hydraulic
conductivity K, during a pumping session it is possible to identify the variation of the piezometric
level due to the variation of the water velocity, that is initially close to the well and subsequently
further away than the well. With a constant 
ow rate pumped out from the well, a steady state
situation can be analyzed; In this situation Darcy's Law is (at radial distance from well, r1 and
r2):
Q = 2    r1  b  K  i1 = 2    r2  b  K  i2 (1.23)
where:
r is is the radial distance from the well [m].
b is the aquifer thickness [m].
K is hydraulic conductivity [m
s ].
K is hydraulic gradient (@h
@r).
Integrating this equation from r1 to r2 (remembering the gradient denition (@h
@r)) we nd the
Thiem's equation for conned aquifer:
Q = 2    b  K 
(h2   h1)
ln(r2   r1)
(1.24)18 CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUND
Figure 1.11: Fluid toward a circular well in a conned aquifer.
It is possible replace the product bK with T, trasmissivity. The limit of the solution is represented
by the choice of r1 and r2 indeed r1  rw(radiusofwell) and r2  R (radius of in
uence that is
the radius after which the pressure dropdown is near to zero).
1.8 Heat transport in Groundwater Systems
As well known the three ways for heat exchange are conduction, convection and radiation.
Usually, considering the underground typical temperature2, the major eect is conduction (obvi-
ously where there is not the groundwater presence). In the underground system radiation can be
omitted because the normal temperature of underground is very low. It will be easier to treat heat
exchange for closed system that it can be represented as heat exchanger, with this system without
groundwater 
ow the only major eect is conduction. When a groundwater system is treated
the heat exchange mechanisms are dierent; usually the main component of heat exchanged it is
due by advection of groundwater. In an ATES system, where some water is directly injected and
extracted from the aquifer, the system cannot be represented as heat simple exchanger because
the phenomenon is more dicult to model. In these system it must be taken into account the
presence of the underground water and the injection water; thus advection take the major role
and conduction can be neglected. The injection water exchanges with the water in the aquifer and
directly with the porous media. Another issue to contemplate is the natural advection caused by
the dierence of water density at dierent temperature; that can cause the typical eect of thermal
2Typically to identify the underground temperature it is useful consider the average annual temperature of the
air. These simplication is right for a specic depth condition: from 10 m to the depth where geothermal heating
is unin
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plume 
oating. Usually the natural advection can be neglected both for forced system, like ATES,
and for natural system, like energy piles (closed circular pipe without any mass interaction). The
heat exchange for doublet wells system will be explain in the ATES chapter 2.20 CHAPTER 1. BACKGROUNDChapter 2
Underground Energy Storage
Abstract
In this chapter we introduce the most important thermal energy storage systems. In particularly
we will focus on the A.T.E.S. (Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage) of its state of art design, taking
in to account its main problems and further considerations. Furthermore general information on
basic operation principles are going to considered and the modeling of ATES will be introduced.
2.1 U.T.E.S.
U.T.E.S is the acronym of Underground Thermal Energy Storage, and indicates all the sys-
tems used to store thermal energy in an Underground Formations. In Schmidt, Mangold, and
MullerSteinhagen 2003 some dierent types of U.T.E.S. 1 are introduced, these are below listed
(see Figure2.1):
• Hot-water Heat Stored.
• Gravel-water Heat Stored.
• Duct Heat Store.
• Aquifer Heat Store.
These are brie
y summarized below with the explanation of their main characteristics.
2.1.1 Hot-water Heat Store
The concept of this technology is very simple. An insulated tank with water has to store the
energy under hot or cold water form. With this technology uses only water as storage material
because of water has good thermal properties as high specic heat capacity and the high dierence
1In this case it is better the use of word STES, like author suggestion (Seasonal Thermal Energy Storage).
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Figure 2.1: Dierent technology for Thermal Energy Storage.
of density under dierent temperature2. Hot-water tank is a very simple structure but needs a
good insulated tank with a relatively high cost. The typical size of these tank can reach more than
12000 m3 3.
2.1.2 Gravel-water Heat Store
As cited previously, the Hot-water store is an expensive system because of the tank complexity.
To reduce this cost Gravel-water heat store system can be used. In this technology a simpler tank
is used; indeed there is a single thin plastic layer that is used only as water barrier and it is not
used as insulation. This conned system contains a mixture of gravel and water, consequently heat
storage capacity is lower than the previous system because of the presence of gravels with a lower
specic heat coecient than water. Therefore to stock the same amount of energy using gravel-
water system, the volume has to be bigger than the volume for an hot-water system, approximately
50% more. To exploit Gravel-water system it is possible to use it directly: water charging and
discharging, or use it indirectly with plastic pipes as heat exchanger.
2.1.3 Duct Heat Store
This system is the cheapest and use a dierent concept than the previous explained technolo-
gies. The ground stores heat that is exchanged using vertical or horizontal pipes in which the
thermal 
uid runs (Heat exchangers). In this system heat transfer is driven by conduction and
2It is possible to use two dierent water taking point, one on the bottom of the tank and the other one on the
top.
3The Size is not a good parameter for a sensitive analysis, more useful parameters can be Water equivalent
volumetric heat capacity kWh=m3 and also a economic parameters as Investment per m3 of water equivalent.2.2. A.T.E.S. STATE OF THE ART 23
Figure 2.2: Comparison between four U.T.E.S. concepts
not by convection, like it happens in the other cases. This system is easy to install but needs a
good pre-faseability study because of the possibility of temperature interference between dierent
vertical heat exchangers. Also a preliminary study has to forecast the thermal drift. Usually using
numerical models it is easy to predict the magnitude of thermal drift or thermal interferences.
2.1.4 Aquifer Heat Store
Aquifer is brie
y introduced in Chapter1. With this system it is possible to use directly ground
water as thermal source; it is possible to use the high porosity and the low natural areal 
ow to
store thermal energy without any containment. The density of energy for this system is not high
(same consideration of Gravel-water Heat Store systems). They are usually coupled with high
thermal loads and due to the great amount of water, they can accept. Aquifer needs good thermal
and physical properties to be used in this system (see Chapter1).
In the Figure2.2 the main dierence between the two systems are indicated. To conclude this
brief introduction: every single system, above illustrated, need a good preliminary analysis and a
pre-faseability phase to be well performed and to avoid nancial loss. Moreover under given ther-
mal loads condition, the choice of the better system to be used is driven by relevant conditions as
local geological situation, system integration, required size of the store, temperature levels, power
rates and, equally important, legal restrictions and economics analysis (Schmidt, Mangold, and
MullerSteinhagen 2003) .
2.2 A.T.E.S. State of the Art
The following paragraphs will introduce the A.T.E.S. technology. And will cover the history, the
principal types of A.T.E.S. and the main aected factors, the main problems and the importance
of modeling.24 CHAPTER 2. UNDERGROUND ENERGY STORAGE
2.2.1 Story
A.T.E.S. has been used for the rst time in China in the 1960s. The rst important plant
started in Shangai in 1965; it has been exploited only for water extracting with rstly a land
subsidence problem. To solve that problem a cold water injection system was adopted; in that
occasion the capacity of the aquifer to store cold water was observed. Indeed water had maintained
for long time its cool temperature and after it was used for industrial cooling. Then ATES was
used both for heating and cooling systems in the way to have two balanced loads to avoid the
aquifer warming or cooling.
In Europe the main countries where ATES is used are Germany, Sweden, Belgium, Switzerland
and Netherlands. The latter is probably the leader country in Europe, because of popularity of
ATES plants due by the fact that aquifer can be found everywhere. Recently the use of groundwater
heat pumps induced increasing in ATES plants (K. S. Lee 2010).
2.2.2 Operational Principles
Typical ATES plants have two wells or groups of wells, one for pumping and the other one for
injecting water. Essentially there are two important operational principles to conduct ATES plant:
1. Continuous Regime (Figure2.3 (a)).
2. Cyclic Flow (Figure2.3 (b)).
The rst one indicates those plants where one well (or one group of wells) injects water and
another well (or one group of wells) pumps during all the operation time. The second one indicates
that plants where one well (or one group of wells) injects and pumps water in an alternative
way during all the exploitation time, the second well, instead, works in a symmetrical manner4.
With Cyclic Flow it is possible to store energy all around each well, but this system is more
complicated to conduct. The Continuous 
ow can be used only with systems that produce water
with temperature close to the groundwater temperature; also this system is easier to control. An
example of Continuous 
ow will be used and explained in the Chapter4.
2.2.3 Design
Following Paksoy, Snijders, and Stiles 2009 these are factors aecting A.T.E.S. design:
• Stratigraphy;
• Grain size distribution;
• Aquifer and fracture distribution;
• Aquifer depth and geometry;
• Storage coecient;
4Usually during winter the Heat well pumps water and the Cold well injects cold water, in the summer viceversa.2.2. A.T.E.S. STATE OF THE ART 25
Figure 2.3: (a) Continuous regime (b) Cyclic Flow (K. S. Lee 2010)26 CHAPTER 2. UNDERGROUND ENERGY STORAGE
Figure 2.4: Lower,upper and typical values for exploitable aquifer.
• Permeability;
• Leakage factor conning layers;
• Degree of consolidation;
• Thermal gradient;
• Static Head;
• Natural ground water 
ow;
• Direction of 
ow;
• Water chemistry;
each of these items has to be checked during a pre feasibility study to forecast the Aquifer be-
haviour during operation time. Also the major criteria for unconsolidated aquifer are presented in
Figure2.4. As reported in K. S. Lee 2010 there is a general procedure for designing and construction
of ATES system:
• pre feasibility studies to describe the principal issues;
• feasibility study to tell the technical and economical feasibility and environmental impact
compared to more than one reference systems;
• the rst permit applications to local authorities;
• denition of hydrogeological conditions by site investigations and measurements of loads and
temperatures, etc on the user side;
• evaluation of results and modeling for technical, legal, and environmental purposes;
• nal design for tender documents;
• nal permit application for court procedures.
The most important and problematic part of A.T.E.S. is the well (Figure2.5); in a unconsolidated
formation it is important prevent the clogging of pores that could be conduct an high back pressure.
Usually a thin gravel pack surrounds the screen, with a good hydraulic conductivity, is located to
keep the 
ow inlet velocity low enough to ensure a good aquifer absorbtion .2.2. A.T.E.S. STATE OF THE ART 27
Figure 2.5: Well cross section fur unconsolidated formation.28 CHAPTER 2. UNDERGROUND ENERGY STORAGE
Figure 2.6: Dierent ATES congurations.
2.2.4 Congurations
ATES systems can be used with an external system, that has the capacity to exploit the
A.T.E.S. potential. These secondary system can be summarized in four congurations (according
with Andersson 2007a):
• Direct use of groundwater (Figure2.6 (A)).
• Indirect use of groundwater (Figure2.6 (B)).
• Indirect use of groundwater and natural energy storage (Figure2.6 (C)).
• Direct use of groundwater ad natural energy storage (Figure2.6 (C)).
The case A uses groundwater to preheating and cooling air in ventilation system. The case B
presents systems coupled with a heat pump; these systems are common, they produce a great
amount of energy (also with high quality). In the third case, C, the water from warm well is used
as source for the heat pump during winter and the water from cold well is heated using the surface
water during summer. Finally, the system D uses the surface water to cool the water from the
warm well that will go into the cold well to be used in summer as free cooling. Obviously the most2.2. A.T.E.S. STATE OF THE ART 29
Figure 2.7: Example of dierence in Economics and Energy Savings eld for A.T.E.S.
used system is the case B, but it is also the more complicated; in recent years the cold storage
from natural source (case D) is increasingly been used in cooling process (Andersson 2007a).
To have an idea of dierent congurations performances of previous systems, it is useful look at
Figure2.7 in which are represented some dierences using dierent parameters. PF (Performance
Factor) represents the average coecient of performance (COP) , the resulting Energy Savings
and the calculated Payback time 5.
2.2.5 ATES Problems
A.T.E.S. technology is already well known in advantages but also in disadvantage. Literature
reports a lot of example in which ATES technology has found some maintenance problems or
failures (Lau et al. 1986), (Andersson 2007c). To avoid these inconveniences every A.T.E.S. project
must be good designed and good tested. Thus it is possible to predict in a good way problems
(obviously an important part is done by eld Tests); the main problems are below summarized.
The most probably problem is clogging of wells. This clogging cause an increase in resistance
of 
owing and consequently an increase of pressure drop. Closure of the wells is easily to nd
with a simple pressure investigation during the time (monitoring 
ow rate program) and with a
comparison of an observation well pressure data to evaluate false clogging.
To better understand the clogging process there are three main events that can occurred:
• Clogging by nes.
• Hydro-chemical clogging.
• Biochemical clogging.
The rst one is good presented in Figure2.8. This type of pores closure happens during two
moments: during well perforation by bentonite injection or mud or during gravel-packed injection
and also during exploitation of the reservoir with migration of the nes.
The second one, Hydro chemical clogging, cause a precipitation of chemicals (iron and calcium
compounds) due by chemicals reaction (see Figure2.9). These chemicals reaction can be caused by
quickly variation in pressure or temperature during production.
5Figure2.7 refers on Swedish application presented in Andersson 2007a.30 CHAPTER 2. UNDERGROUND ENERGY STORAGE
Figure 2.8: Clogging by nes during well drilling,
gravel-packed positioning and during exploita-
tion. Figure 2.9: Clogging by hydro-chemical reactions
2.2.6 Modeling
An important part for the pre-feasibility study for A.T.E.S. systems is the modelisation. As
just remembered, to avoid some problems and to have a good behaviour prediction, models are
useful. The study wants to compare dierent situations (under given geophysical data derived
by eld tests) that are dierent well distance and various 
ow rate. All the simulation want
to nd the better situation using acceptable and real compromises. All the simulations obtain
two relevant results: one for hydraulic head distribution and the other for the temperature eld.
A.T.E.S. modeling is one of the issue of this work so the importance of modeling will be treat
below. To have an idea about mass and heat transport model that are already done in literature,
see Figure2.10.2.2. A.T.E.S. STATE OF THE ART 31
Figure 2.10: Numerical models used for groundwater simulation.32 CHAPTER 2. UNDERGROUND ENERGY STORAGEChapter 3
Analytical Models
Abstract
This chapter will analyse the main analytical methods for temperature distribution in a porous
media. There is plenty of literature about analytical solutions for both for planar symmetric
and axial symmetric models. This chapter is focused on the second type of model: the axial
symmetry; it is representative of injection well cases. Before talking about analytical solutions,
an heat transfer introduction will be presented to conclude the background paragraph (par. 1.8).
Analytical solutions can be presented in a direct or indirect form; in other words, with an explicit
form (direct solution, easy to calculate) or with an integral form, more complicated. Obviously
direct forms are easier and preferable than indirect forms which need calculator as support. In
any case whichever form is treated, the purpose of each one is to individuate the temperature
trend in space or time varying. There are dierent various articles in which analytical solutions are
compared with FEM solutions under the same hypothesis(Barends, Daltares, et al. 2010) ,(Tan,
Cheng, and Guo 2012), (Kim, Y. Lee, et al. 2010). The purpose of this chapter is to compare
analytical solutions with a real case( that is done with a complete FEM models).
3.1 Heat Transfer
Considering an injection well with which a water 
ow rate get in a aquifer formation: the heat
cannot travel at the same velocity of the water because of the heat exchange principles. In a
underground formation water is driven by three main phenomenon (Banks 2008):
• Conduction through mineral grains and water lled pores;
• Advection with groundwater 
ow;
• Exchange between moving groundwater and the matrix of aquifer.
Employing an energy balance of a small volume of aquifer it is possible to describe the heat transfer
with the three mechanism just introduced; therefor following the assumption of "instantaneous
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thermal equilibrium", energy balance (for one dimension) is:
e 
d2
dx2   SV Cw 
d(q  )
dx2 = SV Caq 
d
dt2 (3.1)
where:
x is spatial variable [m].
e is the eective thermal conductivity [W=mK].
SV CwoorSV Caq is the Specic volumetric heat capacities of aquifer and groundwater [J=m3K].
q is the Darcy's velocity [m=s].
t is time [s].
 is temperature [K].
To understand better the importance of the above energy balance, it is useful to read the mathe-
matical equation as follow: heat transfer by convection (rst term) plus heat transfer by convection
(second term) = variation of heat stored in a unit of aquifer at the time considered.
An important parameter to consider when talking about temperature distribution is Thermal
Breakthrough. The concept of Thermal breakthrough describes the variation of temperature from
the normal and boundary condition of the eld. For the Analytical solution it is possible to nd
thermal breakthrough. By the xing space it is possible to nd the time of Temperature Break-
through or viceversa; by the xing time it is possible to nd space distribution using a retardation
factor; thus an hydraulic continuity equation can help, considering a volume of aquifer and a 
ow
rate:
Vaq  ne = A  xhyd  ne = Q  t (3.2)
where:
Vaq is the volume of aquifer considered [m3].
ne is aquifer porosity [m3].
A is the area which the Q 
ow rate is crossing [m2].
Q is 
ow rate [m=s].
Obviously heat has not the same velocity of the groundwater, therefor considering that during t
time, the injected water transports (having  higher than aquifer) Z  t  SV Cw   as amount of
energy, and that amount of energy is instantaneously absorbed with the ambient, absorbed by the
volume of aquifer named Vth results:
Vth  SV Caq   = Q  SV Cw   (3.3)3.2. ANALYTICAL MODELS 35
There is a delay between the water front and the heat front, this is represented using R, the
Retardation Factor1:
R =
xhyd
xth
=
SV Caq
ne  SV Cw
(3.4)
These relations can correlate the distribution of the 
uid injected and the distribution of the heat,
also the temperature eld, using analytical solutions.
Before introducing analytical models, an important variable has to be introduced, named
Peclet's Number: it represents the ratio between heat transferred by convection and heat trans-
ferred by conduction. The Peclet's number can assume the follow forms:
Pe =
heattransferredbyconvection
heattransferredbyconduction
=
L  v
D
=
Q  R
4  n  H  D
where:
L is a Characteristic Length for convection [m].
v is a Thermal heat front velocity [m=s].
R is Retardation Factor.
D is the Thermal Diusivity dened [m2=s].
3.2 Analytical Models
There is a lot of analytical solutions for heat distribution in aquifer, however there are some ar-
ticles that present a good summarization and comparison of main methods (Noyer 1977),(Barends,
Daltares, et al. 2010),(Tan, Cheng, and Guo 2012). Lauwerier's solution was the rst analytical
model to represent the distribution of heat in a horizontal aquifers. Usually the heat transport
studies are done for the Oil and Petroleum eld, rst of all Lauwerier's study has been done to
increase the oil extraction using injection of heat in the feed zone. All the studies start using
dierential equation, hence to reach an explicit solution the Laplace transformation has been used
(this methods is not herein presented). However the results (from Laplace anti transformation) are
presented as explicit form. Temperature is as direct form in some cases and as indirect in others
(using integral form). As already said, in the abstract there are two important types of analytical
solutions, one for planar and one for axial symmetric formation. The Table3.1 introduce all the
main methods. Some methods will be analysed in detail.
The purpose of this work is to compare some analytical solution with a real case found with
FEM2 simulations. Below is be introduced only the radial methods3 made by Lauwerier, Rubistein-
Advonin and Barends. The symbols used in the chapter are:
h Aquifer thickness [m].
1This factor is not a constant, indeed as the volumetric heat capacity depends on temperature.
2See Chapter4
3Only radial methods because only those are well representing the well injection mode.36 CHAPTER 3. ANALYTICAL MODELS
Table 3.1: Main analytical solutions
SOLUTION PLANAR RADIAL NOTE TREATED
Lauwerier yes yes Radial = Planar yes
Ogata e Banks yes no - -
Rubistein-Advonina yes yes - yes
Barends yes yes Two formulations yes
of radial solution
Haochen yes no - -
aThis solution is the sch ema B of Noyer 1977 the only one method that was easy to reproduce.
r Radial distance from the center of the well [m].
rw Radius of the well (here assumed 0.5m) [m].
x Spatial horizontal coordinate [m].
z Spatial vertical coordinate [m].
T Temperature (i=injection 0=initial A=Aquifer temp. R=Rock temp.) [].
 Thermal Conductivity (A=Aquifer, F=
uid,R=rock 4)[W(mK) 1].
 Specic mass [kg(m3) 1].
L is the Longitudinal Dispersivity coecient [m].
c is the Heat specic coecient [J(kgK) 1].
Q Volumetric 
ow rate [m3s 1].
S Surface of stream 
ow rate [m2].
t Time [s].
n Porosity
w0 is thermal bleeding Heat Flux
v is a Thermal heat front velocity [ms 1]:
v = q 
(c)F
(c)A
q is Darcy's velocity [ms 1]:
q =
Q
2rh
 is Heat Capacity ratio:
4In the following analysis we consider the overburden (Aquitard) formed by rocks only.3.2. ANALYTICAL MODELS 37
 =
(c)R
c)A
R is Retardation Factor5.
R = n 
(c)F
c)A
D is the Thermal Diusivity [m2s 1]:
D = 
c + L  v
Dr is the Radial Dispersivity [m2s 1]:
Dr =
QR
4nh
 is Radial apparent time [s]:
 =
r
2 r
2
w
4Dr
The Dimensionless number are:
TD Dimensionless temperature
TD =
TA   T0
Ti   T0
(3.5)
Pe Radial Peclet's Number
Pe =
Q  F  cF
2    h  A
(3.6)
tD Special time 6
tD =
F  cF  Q  t
A  cA  h    r2 (3.7)
3.2.1 Lauwerier's solution
Like every Analytical solution it is a good thing to declare the initial assumptions. Lauwerier's
assumptions are indicated below:
• in Aquifer Heat conduction along 
ow direction is neglected (heat transfer is due only by
convection) (hz = 0);
• in Aquitard Heat conduction in horizontal direction is neglected (hz = 0;v = finite);
• temperature distribution in the Aquifer cross-section is constant, thus changes only along
the 
uid 
ow direction (v = inf);
• thickness, porosity, inlet 
ow rate and permeability are constant.
Under the above assumption, the Aquifer equations for heat transfer are below described. To
obtain the energy balance the following 3 items are needed:
5In other words Retardation factor exist because of energy loss for heating -up (or cooling down) the solid matrix.
6It is used only for Lauwerier and Rubistein solutions as used in (Noyer 1977).38 CHAPTER 3. ANALYTICAL MODELS
Figure 3.1: Innitesimal Stream line 
ow.
Convection term, under hypothesis
F  cF  ux 
@TA
@x
 h  S (3.8)
Variation of internal energy term
A  cA 
@TA
@t
 h  S (3.9)
Crossing Heat transfer the aquifer bounds
2  R

@TR
@z

z=h=2
(3.10)
Considering a (x,y) coordinates system, where x is the direction parallel to the 
ow and y is
perpendicular, it is useful consider the innitesimal stream 
ow line (Figure3.1) in which is 
owing
innitesimal 
ow rate dq.
dq = ux  h  dy (3.11)
The temperature variations in surface variation is:
@T
@S
=
@T
@x

@x
@S
+
@T
@y

@y
@S
(3.12)
following the hypotesis @T
@y = 0, thus @T
@x = @T
@S  dy and ux  @T
@x =
dq
h  @T
@S. Thus the convection
term will be:
F  cF  dq 
@TA
t
 h  dS (3.13)
The temperature of 
uid ( TA(S;t)) and temperature of rocks (TR(S;t;z)) are determined for the
aquifer, using the thermodynamic equilibrium equation:
h
2
 A  cA 
@TA
@t
+
dq
2
 F  cF 
@TA
@S
  R 

@TR
@z

z=h=2
= 07 (3.14)
The initial conditions are:
TA(S;0) = T0
TA(0;t) = Ti
7S is spatial variable.3.2. ANALYTICAL MODELS 39
Figure 3.2: Lauwerier's scenario, with Aquifer (reservoir) and Aquitard (overburden).
Using Laplace transformation it is possible to nd the Aquifer Temperature variation under the
above listed assumptions, they becoming8:
TD(tD > 1;;Pe=2) = erfc
 
1
p
  (tD   1)
!
(3.15a)
TD(tD < 1;;Pe=2) = 0 (3.15b)
The Aquitard temperature variation is not important for this work; but it is good to know that
every single analytical solution forecast the temperature trend for both Aquifer and Aquitard
(Figure3.2).
3.2.2 Rubistein-Advonin
This method is presented in Noyer 1977 under the name Sch ema B. The Rubistein's assumptions
are below listed:
• Aquifer is homogeneous, with constant thickness, with innite horizontal length.
• Aquitard is homogeneous and vertical innite extension.
• Initial temperature T0 is equal everywhere.
• Injection temperature Ti is constant.
• Aquifer physical parameters does not change with temperature variation.
• There is temperature continuity between Aquifer and Aquitard.
• Aquifer Heat conduction along 
ow direction is not neglected (hz = finitevalue).
• Aquitard Heat conduction in horizontal direction is neglected (hz = 0;v = finite).
8Remembering that  is named Loss parameter:  =
AcAF cF Qh
RcRRr2 .40 CHAPTER 3. ANALYTICAL MODELS
• Temperature distribution in the Aquifer cross-section is constant, thus change only along the

uid 
ow direction (v = inf).
• Injection of water toward an innitesimal point.
Using a radial geometry the 
ow velocity is ur =
Q
2rh, thus the convection term eq. (3.9)
becomes F  cF 
Q
2rh  @TA
@r  h
2. To nd the Aquifer temperature trend for radial problem under
Rubistein's hypothesis the follow equations have to be solved:
h
2
 A  cA 
@TA
@t
+
Q
4    r
 F  cF 
@TA
@r
  R 

@TR
@z

z=h=2
  A 

@2TA
@r2 +
@TA
r  @r

= 0
(3.16a)
TA(r;t = 0) = T0 (3.16b)
TA(r = 0;t) = Ti (3.16c)
@2TR
@z2 =
A  cA
R

@TR
@t
(3.16d)
TR(r;z;t = 0) = T0 z  h=2 (3.16e)
TR(r;z = h=2;t) = TR(r;t) 8 r;t (3.16f)
lim
z!inf
TR(r;z;t) = T0 (3.16g)
Using Laplace transformation it is possible to nd the Aquifer Temperature variation under the
above listed assumptions, this become the Rubistein's radial solutions 9:
• For   5
TD(;;tD) =
1
 ()



tD
 Z 1
0
exp

 
tD  s

 erfc
r
tD


s
p
1 + s


ds
s+1 (3.17)
• For  > 5
TD(;;tD) =
r

2
Z 1
0
exp

 

log
1
tD  s
1  
1
tD  s

 erfc
r
tD


s
p
1 + s


ds
s
(3.18)
NOTE: Rubistein's solution when  ! inf (that is when A ! 0) assume the same form of
Lauwerier's solution.
3.2.3 Berends
Barends' theory (Barends, Daltares, et al. 2010) for axial-simmetric 
uid distribution follows
the Lauwerier's theory. The solution, that is here taken into account, is similar to the Dunn and
Nlson's solution (Dunn and Nilson 1981).
Barends uses Laplace transform for situation of constant temperature in injection and he takes
into account two cases: rst without thermal bleedings in the Aquitard from the aquifer and the
second without conduction in the Aquifer (reservoir). The main Assumptions are the same of
9Remembering that  = Pe=2 and  (x) is a mathematical function gamma function, see Abramowitz and Stegun
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Lauwerier's; the only dierence is the main rule for every case. The equation that represents the
energy balance in the aquifer for a a single well as follow:
@
r  @r
 r  D
@T
@r
  v 
@T
@r
=
@T
@t
+
w0
  c  h
r > rw t > 0 (3.19)
Also Berends considers for the boundary condition at rw (that is the well radius) the Danckwerts'
condition; thus under the assumption that at time t = 0 the injection temperature jumps to Ti.
The system needs time before the heat front starts, this period is t0. So the condition at well-bore
are:
@TA
@r
=  
Q  R  (Ti   TA)
2  rw  n  D  h
r = rw t < t0 TA = Ti r = rw t  t0 (3.20a)
The t0 value can be found with some expressions (Barends, Daltares, et al. 2010), but in this work
they are not presented. All the following analysis using Barends' solution will take into account
only the second well bore boundary condition. In other words, t0 is considered equal to 0.
Barends case 1.
This paragraph will introduce the Barends' solution under the assumption of Aquifer without
thermal bleedings in overburden. Under this condition, w0 = 0 and the Aquifer governing equation
is:
@
r  @r
 r  D
@T
@r
  v 
@TA
@r
=
@TA
@t
+ 0 r > rw t > 0 (3.21)
Barends Applied the separation of variable technique and found as result ( for t > t0 (so t > 0
under our assumption) and r > rw )10:
TD =
 [Pe;]
 [Pe]
t > t0 r > rw (3.22)
Barends case 2.
This paragraph will introduce the Barends' solution under the assumption of Aquifer with
thermal bleedings in overburden. Under this condition, w0 6= 0 and D = 0 and the Aquifer
governing equation is:
 v 
@TA
@r
=
@TA
@t
+
w0
  c  h
r > rw t > 0 r > rw (3.23)
Barends Applied the separation of variable technique and found as result ( for t > t0 (so t > 0
under our assumption) and r > rw )11:
TD = erfc

  
p
DR
2  h 
p
DR 
p
t   

t > t0 r > rw (3.24)
10Where  [x;y] is the Incomplete Gamma function and  [x] is Complete Gamma function under Abramowitz and
Stegun 1972 nomenclature.
11DR is the diusivity of the overburden42 CHAPTER 3. ANALYTICAL MODELS
3.2.4 Comparison between Analytical solution and Numerical solutions
The purpose of this work is not only for analytical models presentation, indeed in this paragraph
it is presented as a comparison between a FEM12 model and analytical models. The FEM model
is done using COMSOL Multhypisics (see Chapter4) and the analytical models tested are only the
axial-simmetric (Lauwerier, Rubistein, Barends 1, Barends 2). In this paragraph we introduce the
physical and condition of use data that are used for analytical models and the numerical model.
Then we present the main results found, and nally the conclusions and synthesis to comment the
results. All the analytical models have been implemented using Matlab code with a spreadsheet
input and output le to make the data variations easier. All the results have been elaborated using
a spreadsheet and they are presented as graphical comparison.
Simulation Data
13 Herein there are all the physical data that have been used in the numerical and analytical
simulations. Also there are all the simulation conditions. The cases taken into account are 15 in
which there are Peclet's number variations and thickness variations (all the cases are summarized
in Table3.2). The physical data is summarized in Table3.3. Considering the same Pe case with
dierent thickness, note that the volume 
ow rate is dierent, but velocity is the same for every
considered case. For the simulation it has been assumed that :
• Aquifer is saturated;
• Aquifer is made with rock and water, the percentage depends on porosity n. Fraction n is
water made and 1-n is rock made;
• Aquitard (overburden)is made rocks only;
• All the properties are constant with temperature variation;
• The simulation time is 20 years and all the results refer to a temperature distribution along
the Aquifer after the simulation time.
Simulation results
In this sub-section all the results are presented. A matlab code has been used; that program
is made to get out the Aquifer temperature vs radial distance from injection well. The Analytical
models have been implemented as listed below 14:
Lauwerier implementation of eq.3.15.
Rubistein implementation of eq.3.17.
12Finite Element Method.
13Just to remember the subscripts mean: A refers to Aquifer, r refers to Rock, w refers to water and O to
overburden.
14This list represent the Legend for the graphics solutions.3.2. ANALYTICAL MODELS 43
ha [m] Pe b Q c[m3=day] Vin
d [m=s]
10 0.1 0.655 2.41E-7
10 1 6.55 2.41E-6
10 10 65.5 2.41E-5
10 100 655. 2.41E-4
10 200 1310. 4.827E-4
25 0.1 1.64 2.414E-7
25 1 16.4 2.414E-6
25 10 164. 2.414E-5
25 100 1638 2.414E-4
25 200 3276 4.827E-4
50 0.1 3.28 2.414E-7
50 1 32.8 2.414E-6
50 10 328 2.414E-5
50 100 3276 2.414E-4
50 200 6552 4.827E-4
Table 3.2: Cases take into account for simulations.
aThickness.
bPECLET'S Number; refer to References3.6.
cVolume Flow rate.
dInlet Velocity represent the value of velocity assumed by the water at the boundary screen(the separation strata
between well and aquifer, at r=0.5 m) of the well.
n r w A cr cw cA r
w A DA DO  R T0 Ti
0.2 2700 1000 2360 840 4186 1509.2 3
0.63 2.526 9.5263E-7 1.3227E-6 0.86 0.3157 80 30
Table 3.3: Simulations data.44 CHAPTER 3. ANALYTICAL MODELS
Figure 3.3: Case: Thickness = 10m, Pe = 0.1
Barends 1 implementation of eq.3.22.
Barends 2 implementation of eq.3.24.
For the Fem model it has been used a 3D geometry (see the Chapter4 where are explained all
the boundary conditions); Temperature trend-vs-space is represented with a curve named Fem
model. This curve represents the situation in the middle of the Aquifer after 20 years of transient
simulation. The line in the middle of the Aquifer, where temperature data are read, connects
injection and production well (because the 3D model use two wells one for injection and the second
one for production to have a realistic pressure eld15). In the "Conclusion and synthesis" section
there the consideration of comparison between analytical and numerical models will be presented.
Every gure presented below represents one case of those indicated in Table3.2.
15The connecting line of the two wells has the bigger pressure gradient that cause more 
ow in that direction.
Thus that is the main direction of thermal plume progression.3.2. ANALYTICAL MODELS 45
Figure 3.4: Case: Thickness = 10m, Pe = 1
Figure 3.5: Case: Thickness = 10m, Pe = 1046 CHAPTER 3. ANALYTICAL MODELS
Figure 3.6: Case: Thickness = 10m, Pe = 100
Figure 3.7: Case: Thickness = 10m, Pe = 2003.2. ANALYTICAL MODELS 47
Figure 3.8: Case: Thickness = 25m, Pe = 0.1
Figure 3.9: Case: Thickness = 25m, Pe = 148 CHAPTER 3. ANALYTICAL MODELS
Figure 3.10: Case: Thickness = 25m, Pe = 10
Figure 3.11: Case: Thickness = 25m, Pe = 1003.2. ANALYTICAL MODELS 49
Figure 3.12: Case: Thickness = 25m, Pe = 200
Figure 3.13: Case: Thickness = 50m, Pe = 0.150 CHAPTER 3. ANALYTICAL MODELS
Figure 3.14: Case: Thickness = 50m, Pe = 1
Figure 3.15: Case: Thickness = 50m, Pe = 103.2. ANALYTICAL MODELS 51
Figure 3.16: Case: Thickness = 50m, Pe = 100
Figure 3.17: Case: Thickness = 50m, Pe = 20052 CHAPTER 3. ANALYTICAL MODELS
Synthesis & Conclusions
For the graphics presented above it is possible to take some considerations. Before any further
consideration it is useful introduce the concept of Thermal Front. Thermal Front in this work
representing a distance reached, in a given time, by the temperature variation from the initial
condition of the Aquifer.
Thickness=10m:
The best tting is between Rubistein's solution and the numerical solution in every cases,
with Pe variation.
Thickness=25m:
For Pe=0.1 the best tting between analytical solution and numerical solution is done by
Barends with out thermal bleedings (Barends 1).
For Pe from 1 to 200 the best tting between analytical solution and numerical solution is
done by Rubistein's solution.
For Pe=100 and 200 the best tting is provided by Rubistein only for the temperature
variation trend. Indeed there is a constant dierent between numerical and Rubistein
solutions named Delay. This gap can be explained with the asymmetry of the water

ow in the numerical simulation dierent from the analytical solution done for axial-
symmetric system. The asymmetry is given by the hydraulic head asymmetry in a
specic zone (in the middle of the two wells, injection and production 16); the hydraulic
gradient in that direction is more than in the others. Along this zone there is an
asymmetry in the thermal plume, that is most probably the cause of the Delay.
For Pe=100 and 200 the best tting only for the Thermal Front is between analytical solution
and numerical solution and is provided by Barends 1 solution. Most probably the not
consideration of the thermal bleedings pulls the thermal front more distant than the
other solutions; this situation lls the gap caused by the asymmetry of the numerical
models.
Thickness=50m:
For Pe=0.1 the best tting between analytical solution and numerical solution is done by
Barends with out thermal bleedings (Barends 1).
For Pe=1 the best tting between analytical solution and numerical solution is done by
Rubistein's solution.
For Pe=10 the best tting between analytical solution and numerical solution is done by
Rubistein's solution. The Thermal Front best tting is done by Berends 1.
For Pe=100 The Thermal Front best tting is done by Berends 1.
16See Chapter4.3.2. ANALYTICAL MODELS 53
For Pe=200 there is no best tting. None of Analytical models approximate, in a good way,
the numerical solution.
General considerations It has been observed that there are dierent behaviours of the analytical
solutions under dierent cases.
Increasing thickness at same inlet velocity, the best tting get worse.
Increasing inlet velocity at same thickness the best tting gets worse. This is imputable
of the increasing of the hydraulic gradient in the middle of the wells for the numerical
model that has been used.
The thermal front analysis in some unfavorable conditions (as increase thickness and high
inlet velocity) is well tted by the unrealistic Barends 1 solution;this solution does not
consider the thermal bleedings.
To conclude, it is possible to say that for Continuous Flow case regime, just presented, the analytical
solutions can be useful. Analytical solutions, indeed, are a good help to predict the magnitude
of the Worst thermal front (the major one that is the main size of the thermal bubble). Also to
understand the temperature space distribution some analytical solutions (Rubistein and Lauwerier
for high Pe value) are good forecaster.54 CHAPTER 3. ANALYTICAL MODELSChapter 4
Numerical Models
Abstract
The objective of this chapter is to present the importance of numerical solution for Aquifer
exploitation introducing numerical models that have been made by Finite Element Methodology.
COMSOL Multiphysics version 3.5a has been used as FEM software. Also we introduce two
numerical models that are used for dierent purposes, one for comparison with Analytical solution
(used in Chapter3) and one for A.T.E.S simulations ( used in Chapter5).
4.1 F.E.M
It is clear that every single natural process1can be considered a continuous problems. Humanity
with mathematics and physics tools, tries to approximate and model these natural problems to
understand and predict the natural behaviour of everything. There are two ways to do this: one
using dierential equation to nd an exact solution of the problem with mathematical tools and
the other one using a nite number of dened components. To note that, the rst solution implies
using an innite number of elements,continuous method, whereas the second one is named discrete
because of the use of nite number of elements. The main problem of these mathematical solutions
is the needs of a simplied situation.
FEM is the acronym of Finite Element Method. This is a technique mainly used by engineer
to model and solve numerous processes. FEM is a discrete analysis and this model method has
development with increasing computers power. The FEM can be identify with the follows sentence
from the introduction of Zienkiewicz, Taylor, and Zhu 2005, Finite element method is a general
discretization procedure of continuum problems posed by mathematically statements . In FEM
analysis there is a procedure to nd the behaviour of whole nite investigated elements, indeed
that procedure is founded in the local equilibrium at each node2 of the elements. For Zienkiewicz,
1With natural we intend every single process that is driven by natural law, every man-made process follows
natural law.
2Node is the connecting point of an element.
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Figure 4.1: History of approximate methods (Zienkiewicz, Taylor, and Zhu 2005).
Taylor, and Zhu 2005 FEM has two main characteristics:
• the continuum is divided into a nite number of parts (elements), the behaviour of which is
specied by a nite number of parameters;
• the solution of the complete system as an assembly of its elements follows precisely the same
rules as those applicable to standard discrete problems.
Thus to apply the FEM methodology needs several information about the model:
• Governing Equations;
• Model domain;
• Model parameters;
• Boundary and initial condition;
• Mesh size and number of elements;
• Operation conditions;4.2. COMSOL®MULTIPHYSICS 57
For every model treated, these information will be presented. These information are fundamentals
for FEM analysis to allow the reproduction of the model.
4.2 COMSOL®Multiphysics
In this section we introduce the software COMSOL®Multiphysics and in particular two pack-
ages used the models below presented. In \COMSOL textsuperscript®Multiphysics user guide",
Comsol is presented as a powerful interactive environment for modeling and solving all kinds of sci-
entic and engineering problems based on partial dierential equations. This software is very useful
and it is possible to use it stand alone or using a script programming in the MATLAB®language.
A standalone way is used to create the follows models. Comsol is very useful because of several
reasons:
• CAD package to directly design geometry;
• Possibility to use simultaneously more than one PDE packages;
• Several PDEs are already done in the software;
• There is a good meshing tool;
• Results are easily extrapolated;
• It is possible to do steady state and transient simulations;
• Properties can be time varying3.
For this work we use two COMSOL environment, one for pressure eld and a second one for the
temperature eld. In Earth science using the modules we use follows Kim, Y. Lee, et al. 2010
directions and they are Darcy's Law-Head PDEs and Heat transfer in porous media PDEs. Below,
these two PDE's package are explicated.
4.2.1 Darcy's Law application
Darcy's Law application as already explained in the Chapter1 describes 
uid movement in a
porous medium. Using the head application, 
uid 
ow in porous medium driven by gradients
in hydraulic head ( that is a way to represent pressure with equivalent height of 
uid). The
relationship between hydraulic head HH, pressure head Hp, elevation He, and pressure p is:
p + F  g  He
F  g
= H = Hp + He (4.1)
where:
g is the magnitude of gravitational acceleration [m=s2].
F is 
uid density [kg=m3].
3In this work none property is time varying58 CHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL MODELS
Remembering from 1Chapter, the K, that is Hydraulic conductivity a Aquifer properties,the ve-
locity u according to Darcy's Law is, u =  K  5H, thus the governing equation becomes:
S 
@H
@t
+ 5[ K  5H] = Qs (4.2)
where:
S is the storage coecient [m3]:
Qs is a 
uid source.
The boundary conditions can be Dirichlet condition, Neumann condition,Chauchy conditions, these
are:
Hydraulic Head: H = H0,
Free surface: H = He;
Zero 
ux: n  K  5H = 04;
Symmetry: n  K  5H = 0;
Flux: n  K  5H = N0
5;
Mixed: n  K  5H = N0 + Rb  [Hb   H]6.
4.2.2 Heat transfer application
Heat transfer application is used for heat transferred by convection and conduction in porous
medium system. The equation describes heat transfer by convection and conduction is:
ts  Ceq 
@T
@t
+ 5( eq  5T) =  CL  u  5T + QH + QG (4.3)
where:
ts is a weight coecient;
Ceq is "eective"7 volumetric heat capacity;
eq is the eective thermal conductivity;
T is temperature;
CL is the volumetric heat capacity of moving 
uid;
u is the 
uid velocity8;
4Where n is the normal to the boundary.
5Where N0 is a specic 
ux.
6Where Rb represents conductance to 
ow in a semi-pervious layer adjacent to the boundary.
7Eective represents the average value of a complex system made with dierent type of matter with dierent
characteristics.
8In this work models u "value" is calculated using Darcy's Law application.4.3. MODEL 1: DOUBLE WELL WITH A CONTINUOUS FLOW 59
QH is general heat source;
QH is geothermal heat source.
The boundary conditions can be Dirichlet conditions, Neumann conditions,Chauchy conditions,
these are:
Temperature T = T0;
Heat Flux N = N0;
Convective Flux This boundary condition represents a boundary where heat 
ows in or out with
a 
uid;
Thermal insulation N = 0;
Symmetry N = 0.
Where N is Total Heat Flux, due to conduction( driven temperature gradient) and convection
(driven 
uid velocity):
N =  eq  5T + CL  u  T (4.4)
4.3 Model 1:
Double well with a Continuous Flow
This model is used in the Chapter3 as numerical model to compare with analytical models.
There are three Comsol models each one for dierent Aquifer thickness. This section will be
presented only the 25 m Aquifer thickness, the 10 m and 50 m have the same characteristics of
25 m, with the exception of the size of the thickness. The model is studied in a symmetric way
to reduce computation, thus every gure represents half of the model. The symmetric line cuts
the model along the connecting line of the two wells. The model is made so extensive to avoid
possible problems with the boundary conditions during the simulation time (20 years). Meshing
is an important part for a FEM analysis. In this model automatical Comsol meshing was used.
Thus we have been using normal size almost for all the simulation. For the operational condition,
in this model, continuous 
ow is chosen, thus one well is for injection and the other is as a pump.
4.3.1 Governing Equations
The governing equations adopted are treated in the previous section (section 4.2); they are:
• Darcy's Law applied only to Aquifer strata;
• Heat transfer in porous media Applied to each strata (Aquifer, overburden and Underburden).60 CHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL MODELS
Figure 4.2: Three-dimensional nite element model.
Ka f
b s
1E-3 4.4E-10 1E-8
aSaturated Hydraulic Conductivity [m=s].
bCompressibility of 
uid and solid [1=Pa].
Table 4.1: Hydraulic properties have been used in model 1.
4.3.2 Model Domain
This section will present the dimension of the three strata and of the wells along in order x,y
and z direction. The domain is in Figure4.2
Overburden and Underburden: 2500m x 600m x 200m
Aquifer: 2500m x 600m x 25m
Wells: radius= 0.5m high=25m; all high is the active part for injecting and pumping 
uid
(Figure4.3)
4.3.3 Model Parameters
The main model parameters are summarized in Table3.3; however to use the Darcy's Law
package in Comsol multiphysics other parameters are necessary,in particular hydraulic properties;
see Table4.2.
4.3.4 Boundary and Initial conditions
In Table4.2 and Table4.3the initial and boundary hydraulic and thermal conditions are pre-
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Figure 4.3: Particular of the model, well.
T0
a 80
H0
b 50
aInitial Temperature [C].
bInitial Hydraulic head [m].
Table 4.2: Hydraulic properties have been used in model 1.
Hydraulic Thermal
Surface Type H a vin
b Symm c Cont.d T e Symm f Cont.g
Aquitardh
Lateral surface yes
Horizontal surface 80
Symmetrical surfacei yes
Aquifer
Lateral surface 50 yes
Horizontal surface yes yes
Symmetrical surface yes yes
Wells
Lateral surface Q=SL
j
Symmetrical surface yes yes
aHydraulic Head [m].
bInlet Flow [m=s].
cCondition of Symmetry or No Flux.
dCondition of internal boundary: Continuity.
eTemperature [℃]
fc
gd
hRefers both underburden and overburden.
iIt is the surface of geometrical symmetry.
jWhere Q is Volume 
ow rate [m3=s] and SL is lateral surface [m2]
Table 4.3: Boundary conditions for model 1.62 CHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL MODELS
4.4 Model 2:
Double well with cycling Flow (A.T.E.S. System)
This model is used in Chapter5 as numerical model to reproduce ATES system and to compare
with analytical models. There are three Comsol models, each one for dierent wells distance.
This section will be presented only the 80m wells distance; the 40 m and 120 m have the same
characteristics of 80 m. The model is studied in a symmetric way to reduce computation, thus
every gure represents half part of the model. The symmetric line cuts the model along the two
wells line connected. Meshing is an important part for a FEM analysis. In this model automatic
Comsol meshing was used. Hence we have been used normal size almost for all the simulation.
The simulation time is 20 years and, with normal mesh size, the computational time is between 3
and 4 hours each simulation.
NOTE:Model 2 is dierent then model 1, boundary conditions are dierent as well as the
operational conditions. Model 2 works with cyclic 
ow and the well's temperature condition is
constant only 3 months per year; during the rest of the year the well temperature has to be
unknown to simulate a real condition of the simulation. In other words, with this model it is
possible to answer the question: what is the temperature of the water pumped from the aquifer
? To reach the condition of unknown temperature on the well's surface a trick is used, a fake
circular crown is positioned in the middle of the well. The temperature condition of injection water
is applied on the cylinder crown internal lateral surface; the Conductivity Coecient of this fake
circular crown is varying to permit the condition just illustrated, in fact the circular crown material
become extremely conductive during injection period and insulated during pumping period(this
way to avoid interference of boundary temperature condition).
4.4.1 Governing Equations
The governing equations adopted are treated in the previous section (4.2); they are:
• Darcy's Law applied only to Aquifer strata;
• Heat transfer in porous media Applied to each strata (Aquifer, overburden and Underburden).
4.4.2 Model Domain
This section present the dimension of the three strata and of the wells along in order x,y and
z direction. The domain is in Figure4.4
Overburden and Underburden: 300m x 150m x 25m (for underburden 50m)
Aquifer: 300m x 150m x 50m
Wells: radius= 0.5m height=50m; the active part is only half all height (Figure4.5)
Circular Crown radius= 0.2m height=25m4.4. MODEL 2: DOUBLE WELL WITH CYCLING FLOW (A.T.E.S. SYSTEM) 63
Figure 4.4: Three-dimensional nite element model 2.
Figure 4.5: Particular of the model, well and circular crown.64 CHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL MODELS
n r w cr cw r w
T0 Tihot
a Ticold
b K f s
0.3 2700 1000 2360 840 4186 3
0.63 15 10 1E-3 4.4E-10 1E-8
aRefers to the hot well inlet condition.
bRefers to the cold well inlet condition.
Table 4.4: Model 2 simulation data.
T0
a 15
H0
b 50
aInitial Temperature [C].
bInitial Hydraulic head [m].
Table 4.5: Initial condition used in model 2.
4.4.3 Model Parameters
The main model parameters are summarized in Table4.4;.
4.4.4 Boundary and Initial conditions
In Table4.5 and Table4.6the initial and boundary hydraulic and thermal conditions are pre-
sented. In these tables general data is presented, to have an idea of specic data see next chapter
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Hydraulic Thermal
Surface Type H a vin
b Symm c Cont.d T e Symm f Cont.g
Aquitardh
Lateral surface yes
Horizontal surface 15
Symmetrical surfacei yes
Aquifer
Lateral surface 50 yes
Horizontal surface yes yes
Symmetrical surface yes yes
Wells
Lateral surface Q=SL
j
Symmetrical surface yes yes
C.Crownk Lateral surface Tin yes
Symmetrical surface yes
aHydraulic Head [m].
bInlet Flow [m=s].
cCondition of Symmetry or No Flux.
dCondition of internal boundary: Continuity.
eTemperature [℃]
fc
gd
hRefers both underburden and overburden.
iIt is the surface of geometrical symmetry.
jWhere Q is Volume 
ow rate [m3=s] and SL is lateral surface [m2]
kCircular Crown.
Table 4.6: Boundary conditions used in model 2.66 CHAPTER 4. NUMERICAL MODELSChapter 5
A.T.E.S Modeling
Abstract
In this chapter details of A.T.E.S Numerical models will be explained. The used model, Model
2 was already introduced in paragraph 4.4, here it is explained in details and for each case spec-
ications. All the boundary conditions will be presented, also with initial conditions. The main
parameters are already explained in Table4.4, here are also considered in more details in respect
to underground water conditions. The main idea is to compare a vast number of results with
dierent geometry, 
ow rate and aquifer conditions, using several investigation parameters utiliza-
tion. Finally, after the cases presentation, some considerations are taken into account regard the
utilisation of analytical solutions, commonly used for continuous 
ow systems, and here employed
with cyclic 
ow systems (A.T.E.S.).
5.1 Model
The model 2, here explained in details, represents the typical A.T.E.S system plant. A.T.E.S
mechanism is brie
y explained in Chapter2. As well known there are two wells named respectively
hot and cold. The Hot well represents that in which hot water is injected during a cooling period
(summer), whereas the Cold well represents well in which cold water is injected during heating
period (winter)1. It is possible to dene two dierent important periods in which groundwater 
ow
changes direction. In fact, during one period, groundwater is pumped from hot well and re-injected,
after heating process, in a cold well; instead, during another period, groundwater is pumped from
cold well and re-injected in hot well. As presented below, in this work, these two situations are used
in the middle of two specic periods; these two specic periods are static situation without any
pumping or injecting work (no operational period). The purpose of this section is to present various
detailed cases with a particular attention in boundary and initial conditions of the simulation. The
1Obviously cooling and heating period refer to the possibility of use underground water as natural source for
heating or cooling process.
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model geometry and sub-domain data has been presented in Figure4.4 and Table4.4. Also general
boundary conditions have been presented in Table4.6.
The main idea is to compare a many results between dierent cases, which are characterized
by dierent geometrical, operational and aquifer characterisation.
5.1.1 Operational Conditions
This subsection are presented of all the operational conditions used for every case. The idea
was to reproduce a typical year of thermal load necessary to cover a typical energy demand, for
heating and cooling a building. To do that it was more acceptable to consider a oscillatory trend
of thermal load (e.g. using sine wave), but it was very dicult do that because of convergence
problems in Comsol model. Thus a step wave condition was adopted, this situation is represented
in Figure5.1 as symmetrical situation. The thermal loads injected in the aquifer are considered with
constant temperature and constant mass 
ow rate. Hence the power that can be useful depends
on pumping well temperature level. This is an unreal situation, but it is a critical situation for the
aquifer; indeed the aim of this work concern the Aquifer behaviours. To test the aquifer behaviors,
dierent situations have been used, that are done with symmetrical or asymmetrical (Figure5.2)
situations of thermal loads 2. Note the parameter Power injected P is calculated as:
P = _ m  cw  (Tin   Taq) (5.1)
where:
P is Thermal power injected [W].
_ m is Mass 
ow rate [kg=s].
cw is specic heat [J=kgK].
Tin is inlet temperature [].
Taq is aquifer temperature [].
The main characteristics of the symmetric and asymmetric operational conditions are:
• The wells operational curve represent the 
ow rate;
• injection temperature is constant;
• the periodisation of operational condition is (considering a year).
3 months (spring) of no operation;
3 months (summer) in which hot well injects and cold well pumps;
3 months (autumn) of no operation;
2Symmetrical situation means that injected power is symmetrical in the initial aquifer temperature; the symmetry
of injected thermal load is due only 
ow rate magnitude as above explained.5.1. MODEL 69
Figure 5.1: Specic Flow rate input for hot and cold wells (Symmetric case).
Figure 5.2: Specic Flow rate input for hot and cold wells (Asymmetric case).70 CHAPTER 5. A.T.E.S MODELING
3 months (winter) in which hot well pumps and cold well injects.
In this work every case is studied under dierent mass 
ow values. The values used are listed
below3:
Symmetric load All the symmetric load cases are studied with two mass 
ow values:
10 m3=h for both hot and cold wells.
20 m3=h for both hot and cold wells.
Asymmetric load They are studied only with one mass 
ow conguration:
10 m3=h during cold well injection and 20 m3=h during hot well injection.
The choice of mass 
ow rate is quite casual, typical values for each injection well are 20-30 m3=h
(Lau et al. 1986), (Andersson 2007c), (Andersson 2007b). With these values of mass 
ow rate, the
minimum value of power that it is possible to extract by underground water is calculated using
eq. 5.1. Considering the injected temperature for hot well (20oC) and considering the worst level
of temperature of pumping well, that is the aquifer natural temperature (in this work 15oC), the
minimum power can be available is almost 58 kW (for a mass 
ow rate of 10 m3=h) and almost
116 kW (for a mass 
ow rate of 20 m3=h)4.
There are others two operational conditions: wells distance and underground natural 
ow
velocity ( areal 
ow). Thus the second aquifer characterisation is the underground water natural
movement. Three values of underground natural 
ow have been chosen, 0 m/year, 30 m/year and
100 m/year. These values are considered because they are respectively ideal value, most common
and upper limit for areal 
ow velocity (Figure2.4). To put the underground natural 
ow in the
model an indirect way has been used. Indeed, under the assumption of homogeneity of the aquifer
with permeability K, it is easy to nd the underground water velocity by Darcy's velocity using
(1.20). In these cases we already know the underground natural velocity, hence the objective is to
nd the hydraulic head variation which is oriented as the same direction of the areal 
ow. The
hydraulic gradient is found with Darcy's Law (??):
H = q 
L
K
where:
H is the hydraulic gradient that has to be applied as boundary condition to have the wanted
areal 
ow [m].
q is Darcy's velocity [m=s].
L is the distance between the surface which hydraulic gradient is applied [m].
K is hydraulic conductivity [m=s].
3With the word Load we intend the injected power in the aquifer.
4To note that these values are calculated with assumption of no thermal interaction between hot and cold wells.5.2. POSTPROCESSING ANALYSIS 71
Well Type of Mass 
ow Areal 
owa
Distanceb Thermal Load Magnitudec
0 30 100
40
Sym 10 X X X
Sym 20 X X X
Asymm X X X
80
Sym 10 X X X
Sym 20 X X X
Sym 40 X
Sym 60 X
Asymm X X X
120
Sym 10 X X X
Sym 20 X X X
Asymm X X X
a[m=s]
b[m]
c[m3=h]
Table 5.1: Cases done for with Fem model.
Also there is a dierentiation on wells distance. Three values are used: 40,80 and 120 m distance
that can be used in ATES applications; for every well distance is varying as the mass 
ow rate and
areal 
ow rate.
All the thermo-physical-hydraulic properties are given in Table4.4. All the cases are summarized
in Table5.1. Totally they are 29 simulations.
5.1.2 Boundary Conditions
A general boundary condition are presented in Table4.6, but in this paragraph, boundary
conditions are presented in a detailed form. Referring to the gures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5, table 5.2
report all boundary conditions.
5.2 Postprocessing Analysis
To evaluate the postprocessing data of every simulation some parameters are used. In literature
there are not typical parameters to evaluate ATES situation, thus this section presents some
dierent coecients to do that. Some of these are new and others are taken from dierent article
as Kim, Y. Lee, et al. 2010, Andersson 2007a and Courtois and Grisey 2007. All parameters
are listed below. To note that the post processing analysis want to evaluate the temperature
distribution and the Aquifer behaviour as A.T.E.S system.72 CHAPTER 5. A.T.E.S MODELING
Figure 5.3: Aquifer numerical references for boundary specications.
Figure 5.4: Well numerical references for boundary specications.5.2. POSTPROCESSING ANALYSIS 73
Figure 5.5: Overburden and underburden numerical references for boundary specications.
Hydraulic Boundaries Thermal Boundaries
Surf.Nr HHa Inlet 
uxb Symc Td Syme Cont.f
1 50 (X) X
2 50 X
3 50+(M H) X
4 X X
5 X
6 X
7 v(t)
8 10/20
9 X
10 15
11 X
12 X
13 X
14 X
15 X
aIt is Hydraulic head condition, with hydraulic head value for the surface. Usually surface is considered quite
far by the injection or pumping well do not cause any errors in pressure trend. Obviously dimension of HH is [m].
brepresent Inlet or outlet velocity [m/s].
cSym Refers both to symmetry conditions and no 
ux conditions.
dTemperature in .
ec
frepresent Continuity condition.
Table 5.2: Boundary conditions for every single case; between bracket are the boundary conditions
of case with natural underground water movements.74 CHAPTER 5. A.T.E.S MODELING
Figure 5.6: Temperature prole with distances indications using same reference of (5.2).
5.2.1 Parameter 
This parameter represents the ratio between length of thermal front and distance between two
boreholes in a given time (usually after 20 years of operativity). In the Figure5.6 is presented a
temperature vertical section of the aquifer with a simple explicative thermal length indications.
Length of Thermal Front This value represents the main radius5 of thermal bubble developed
all around every well.
Distance between boreholes It is the distance between two wells center, in this work assumes
40, 80, 120 m as value.
 =
LengthofThermalfront
Distancebetweenboreholes
= d=D (5.2)
5.2.2 Parameter MWT
MWT means Middle Wells Temperature and indicates the temperature trend in a zone which
is situated in the middle of two boreholes. Thus MWT presents temperature variation of one point
or one zone (as average value) varying time. In this work MWT was chosen as temperature trend
of one point in the middle of two wells 6. In Figure5.7 there is an example of MWT.
5.2.3 Parameter WT
WT means Well Temperature and indicates the temperature of the water, injected and pumped.
Using ComsolrMultiphysics WT value is found as average value at the well surface. Indeed using
5Usually main radius, in an homogeneous system, is found in the middle of the well height.
NOTE: the Thermal front length is individuate when there is al least 0:1oC between temperature prole and the
undisturbed temperature of the aquifer.
6Point coordinate are for the height,in the middle of the well active part, for the wells distance, same distance
from two wells and for depth, in the plane of geometry symmetry.See Figure5.3 where this point is good indicated.5.2. POSTPROCESSING ANALYSIS 75
Figure 5.7: MWT evaluation.
Figure 5.8: WT evaluation for hot and cold boreholes.
temperature surface integration it is possible to nd a value with the dimension of T  L2, then
using the value of entire surface given by Comsol postprocessing analysis, with dimension of L2, it
is possible to nd an average value of temperature that represents the WT. See Figure5.8.
5.2.4 Parameter GTP
GTP means Global Thermal Power and indicates the power injected in the aquifer (Courtois
and Grisey 2007). To note that the temperature of the water is in Celsius degree because of the
consideration of temperature 0 as reference temperature for zero enthalpy. Thus GTP can be given
by water temperature, so it follows water discharge temperature trend. The GTP equation is:
Pg = w  cw  Qiorp  WT (5.3)
where:76 CHAPTER 5. A.T.E.S MODELING
Figure 5.9: GTP evaluation for hot and cold boreholes.
Pg is the GTP [W];
w is water density [kg=m3];
cw is water specic heat [J=kgK];
Qiorp is water volume 
ow rate i injected or p pumped [m3=s].
In the Figure5.9 there is GTP trend that is the same of the WT trend. Note that there is a
dierence between hot and cold power that is due to the temperature reference that is nearest to
cold temperature than hot temperature; thus seems that hot power is bigger than cold power, to
nd the real situation another temperature reference has to be chosen; hence another parameter
has to be used.
5.2.5 Parameter UTP
UTP means Useful Thermal Power and indicates surplus of power injected in the aquifer (in
a hot form or cold form), compared to a simple exploitation of water (without storage), Courtois
and Grisey 2007. To note that there is a new reference temperature, that is the Aquifer normal
temperature (15). The UTP equation is:
Pu = w  cw  Qiorp  j(WT   T0)j (5.4)
where:
Pu is the UTP [W];
T0 is the undisturbed aquifer temperature [oC].
In the Figure5.10 there is UTP trend that is the same of the WT trend. Note that there is
a modulus to consider cold and hot injection power with a positive number and thus pumped
power as negative number ( the sign is due only Volume 
ow rate direction: injection= positive ,
pumping=negative).5.2. POSTPROCESSING ANALYSIS 77
Figure 5.10: UTP evaluation for hot and cold boreholes.
5.2.6 Parameter E
E means Energy and indicates injected and pumped energy (for hot and cold well), in particular
indicates Useful Energy with the obvious mean of integral of useful power. It is possible dene two
Energy coecient calculated for two distinct periods of the entire cycle : Energy pumped or Energy
Stored. Useful Stored Energy is associated with injected water during three months injection time.
Useful Pumped Energy is that energy extracted by a well during extraction period.(Courtois and
Grisey 2007). The E equation are:
E =
Z Final time
0
Pu(t)  dt (5.5a)
EStored
u =
Z Injection time
0
Pu(t)  dt (5.5b)
Epumped
u =
Z Pumping time
0
Pu(t)  dt (5.5c)
E like Pu take the sign from volume 
ow rate, positive in injection and negative for pumping.
5.2.7 Parameter r
r means Recovery Factor (Courtois and Grisey 2007) and indicate the fraction of injected
energy that can be extracted by the Aquifer system under given conditions. The equation of
recovery factor is:
r =
EPumped
u
EStored
u
(5.6)
5.2.8 Parameter COP
COP means Coecient of Performance; with this parameter we want to indicate the perfor-
mance of a inverse Carnot machine used as heat pump. The use of this parameter is very simple, as
equation shows, also is very useful to evaluate the potential of ATES exploited with a heat pump78 CHAPTER 5. A.T.E.S MODELING
system. The water extracted from hot well is used as cold source of the ideal Carnot machine, the
hot source is at 20 ℃, typical temperature of human ambient during cold season 7.
COP =
20
20   WThot well
(5.7)
To understand the potentiality of ATES system, COP value has to be compared with others ideal
COP values, obtained using air or underground water without any storage mechanism, as cold
source 8.
5.2.9 Parameter EER
EER means Energy Eciency Ratio; with this parameter we want to indicate the performance
of a inverse Carnot machine used as refrigerator system. This parameter as the same objective of
the previous. The water extracted from cold well is used as hot source of the ideal Carnot machine,
the cold source is at 10 ℃, typical temperature for sensible heat conditioning systems.
EER =
10
WTcold well   10
(5.8)
To understand the potentiality of ATES system, COP value has to be compared with others ideal
EER values, obtained using air or underground water without any storage mechanism, as cold
source 9.
Also Comsolr gives the possibility to take pictures and video to have a general view of the
results using Thermal map(e.g. in Figure5.11 ).
5.2.10 Simulation results
Every graphic represents the trend of the three important index: recovery factor, COP and
EER. These analysis can furnish a rst idea to study and model ATES in a pre feasibility phase;
also it gives us some ideas to how ATES systems are favorable to use than normal systems using
only normal underground water, without stocking 10. Below summarized graphics are presented,
rstly for Symmetrical case and secondly for Asymmetrical case. Remember that all the simulation
cases are illustrated in Table5.1. The results are presented in two distinct ways: one with the
three coecient above nominated versus natural groundwater 
ow (areal 
ow) with a xed wells
distance, whereas the second representation shows the three coecients versus well distance with
xed areal 
ow value. These two representation types want to show the incidence of the dierent
congurations on the System performances.
7We assume to have a ideal heat pump with ideal heat exchangers. None heat loss is considered.
8typical values for COP obtained using air or underground water without any storage mechanism are in order:
1.33 using air characterized by constant temperature of 5℃and 4 using underground water at 15℃.
9typical values for COP obtained using air or underground water without any storage mechanism are in order:
0.5, using air characterized by constant temperature of 25℃, and 2 using underground water at 15.
10See note number 95.2. POSTPROCESSING ANALYSIS 79
Figure 5.11: Thermal map, horizontal slice in the middle of the wells height; after 20 years of
simulation time.
Figure 5.12: Thermal map, horizontal slice in the middle of the wells height; after 20 years of
simulation time. Arrows indicate main direction of natural underground water 
ow.80 CHAPTER 5. A.T.E.S MODELING
Figure 5.13: COP, EER and r versus areal 
ow changing, for 40m wells distance and two volume

ow rate.
Figure 5.14: COP, EER and r versus areal 
ow changing, for 80m wells distance and two volume

ow rate.5.2. POSTPROCESSING ANALYSIS 81
Figure 5.15: COP, EER and r versus areal 
ow changing, for 120m wells distance and two volume

ow rate.
Figure 5.16: COP, EER and r versus distance well changing, for volume 
ow rate and 0m/s for
areal 
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Figure 5.17: COP, EER and r versus distance well changing, for volume 
ow rate and 30m/s for
areal 
ow.
Figure 5.18: COP, EER and r versus distance well changing, for volume 
ow rate and 30m/s for
areal 
ow.5.2. POSTPROCESSING ANALYSIS 83
Figure 5.19: COP, EER and r versus areal 
ow changing, for 40m wells distance.
Figure 5.20: COP, EER and r versus areal 
ow changing, for 80m wells distance.84 CHAPTER 5. A.T.E.S MODELING
Figure 5.21: COP, EER and r versus areal 
ow changing, for 120m wells distance.
Figure 5.22: COP, EER and r versus distance well changing, for 0m/s for areal 
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Figure 5.23: COP, EER and r versus distance well changing, for 30m/s for areal 
ow.
Figure 5.24: COP, EER and r versus distance well changing, for volume 
ow rate and 30m/s for
areal 
ow.86 CHAPTER 5. A.T.E.S MODELING
5.2.11 Synthesis & Conclusions
Below there are some considerations divided in two part; the rst part takes into account
those graphics with xed boreholes distance (gures 5.13, 5.14, 5.15)and the second part consider
graphics with xed areal 
ow value (gures 5.16,5.17,5.18). Note that the direction f areal 
ow is
from cold side to hot side and this direction is parallel to the two boreholes connection line (see
Figure5.12).
Symmetric cases
Fixed Distance • Every coecient is dropping with areal 
ow increasing.
• The Cold well is in
uenced by the areal 
ow direction (see 5.12), thus the cold
coecient decrease at lower rate than hot coecients.
• While volume 
ow rate is increasing and all others conditions xed, every coecient
is increasing.
• To note that until areal 
ow magnitude reaches 30m/s coecients values reduction
is not noticeable.
It is possible conclude, if the injected volume 
ow rate is increasing, less important is
the incidence of areal 
ow.
Fixed Areal Flow • For graph that include areal 
ow 0m/s results there is a strange
phenomena. Increasing wells distance from 40m to 80m Coecients value increase;
but increasing from 80m to 120m coecients value decrease. This phenomena is
more signicant for high value of volume 
ow rate. This reduction can be associated
on the hydraulic gradient. From 40m to 80m wells distance cases, the coecient
increment is due on the major hydraulic head gradient(minor thermal contamina-
tion), instead from 80 to 120m wells distance cases, the decrement is caused by
the decrement of the hydraulic gradient between two boreholes, which conduces a
minor recovery potential of disperse energy.
• With high value of Areal 
ow the coecients trend are quite constant, therefor
there is an increment caused only by injected volume 
ow rate increasing.
Increasing Areal 
ow causes less in
uence on performance coecients by the other two
variable input parameter.11
In a general view increasing well distance and increasing injected water permit to reach great
performances for an ATES system.
Asymmetric cases
Fixed Distance • Increasing on Areal 
ow causes a parameters decrement.
• An exception can be nd for 40 m wells distance; indeed there is an increasing of
recovery factor from 0 m/s and 30 m/s of areal 
ow. This fact can be explained
11Obviously the condition of Areal 
ow direction ini this work is quite restricted. Areal 
ow direction can be
decisive for the ATES system performances.5.2. POSTPROCESSING ANALYSIS 87
with the thermal in
uence caused by hot water. Indeed the cold well temperature,
during a 0 m/s areal 
ow case and during a pumping period, exceeds natural aquifer
temperature. Thus using the UTP equation (5.4), some pumped energies assume
the value of stored energy. This phenomenon is interrupted when areal 
ow reaches
30 m/s, but using an areal 
ow of 100m/s thermal contamination induces a new
performance coecient value decrease.
• Hot parameters reduce more than cold because of the intensive exploitation of hot
well than cold well.
So in general, with some exceptions, the increasing of areal 
ow reduce ATES perfor-
mance also in Asymmetric cases. In Asymmetric cases COP and EER values are not
so important as in Symmetric cases. Reaching a symmetric situation can be used as
alternative solution to solve performances devaluation of Asymmetrical cases.
Fixed Areal Flow With well distance there are two parameters behaviour, indeed their
values increase or keep constant.88 CHAPTER 5. A.T.E.S MODELING
5.3 Analytical Solution in A.T.E.S application
As said in Abstract, in this section of the chapter, the use of analytical solution in A.T.E.S
application is treated. The aim of this paragraph is to compare analytical solutions, that are built
for continuous 
ow regime, with ATES solutions obtained by numerical models above illustrated,
that are operated with cyclic 
ow regime. To do that a new concept is introduced: the concept of
eective mass 
ow rate. With a cyclic 
ow an amount of energy remains into Aquifer (E eq.).
It is assumed to have an Eective mass 
ow rate that injects in the aquifer the same amount of
energy, E. This energy is injected in the aquifer using continuous 
ow rate, the Eective mass

ow rate, with a temperature that is the same of injection temperature in the numerical simulation
used. Below are the equations of Eective mass 
ow rate:
• E
E = (1   r)  Ei (5.9)
• Eective mass 
ow rate
meff =
E
  cw  (Ti   15)
(5.10)
where:
Ei is injection Energy Ei = mi  cw  i  (Ti   15) .
 is total period of simulation 20years.
i is total period of injection 3 months per 20 years.
r is recovery factor, given by the postprocessing analysis of numerical simulations.
5.3.1 Simulation results
Analytical solutions are already presented in chapter 3. Thus it is clear that the comparison
between analytical and numerical solutions concerns a spatial thermal distribution, that is temper-
ature versus distance from well. The numerical solutions temperature prole is chosen to present
the maximum extension of thermal bubble all around each well. To do that the temperature dis-
tribution is chosen along a line that starts in the middle of the well and parallel to the horizontal
surfaces. There are two lines to present two dierent directions, one to the second boreholes and
the other one to opposite direction (obviously the main direction concern the opposite direction).
This comparison concern several operational conditions:
• only cases without areal 
ow are taken into account12;
• in the Symmetrical cases the comparison concerns only hot well, because of the symmetry of
the situation;
12Because of the diculties to use areal 
ow with analytical solution. To note in literature there are some articles
approaching areal 
ow with analytical solutions.(inserire riferimenti articoli).5.3. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION IN A.T.E.S APPLICATION 89
Figure 5.25: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 40 m well distance,
10 m3=h volume 
ow rate, simulation time 10 years.
• in the Asymmetrical cases the comparison concerns hot and cold wells with a specic below
explanation;
• for every simulation analyzed there are three graphics, every graph is presented for dierent
simulation time; in particular respectively for 10,15,20 years of operation;
• r recovery factor is taken directly from the numerical simulations results.
Below all results are presented, rstly for Symmetric cases and than for Asymmetric case. Every
graph refers to the opposite direction. Note: for Asymmetrical case also cold well situation is
presented, instead in the symmetrical case the situation is symmetric.90 CHAPTER 5. A.T.E.S MODELING
Figure 5.26: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 40 m well distance,
10 m3=h volume 
ow rate, simulation time 15 years.
Figure 5.27: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 40 m well distance,
10 m3=h volume 
ow rate, simulation time 20 years.5.3. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION IN A.T.E.S APPLICATION 91
Figure 5.28: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 40 m well distance,
20 m3=h volume 
ow rate, simulation time 10 years.
Figure 5.29: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 40 m well distance,
20 m3=h volume 
ow rate, simulation time 15 years.92 CHAPTER 5. A.T.E.S MODELING
Figure 5.30: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 40 m well distance,
20 m3=h volume 
ow rate, simulation time 20 years.
Figure 5.31: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 80 m well distance,
10 m3=h volume 
ow rate, simulation time 10 years.5.3. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION IN A.T.E.S APPLICATION 93
Figure 5.32: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 80 m well distance,
10 m3=h volume 
ow rate, simulation time 15 years.
Figure 5.33: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 80 m well distance,
10 m3=h volume 
ow rate, simulation time 20 years.94 CHAPTER 5. A.T.E.S MODELING
Figure 5.34: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 80 m well distance,
20 m3=h volume 
ow rate, simulation time 10 years.
Figure 5.35: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 80 m well distance,
20 m3=h volume 
ow rate, simulation time 15 years.5.3. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION IN A.T.E.S APPLICATION 95
Figure 5.36: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 80 m well distance,
20 m3=h volume 
ow rate, simulation time 20 years.
Figure 5.37: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 80 m well distance,
40 m3=h volume 
ow rate, simulation time 10 years.96 CHAPTER 5. A.T.E.S MODELING
Figure 5.38: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 80 m well distance,
40 m3=h volume 
ow rate, simulation time 15 years.
Figure 5.39: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 80 m well distance,
40 m3=h volume 
ow rate, simulation time 20 years.5.3. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION IN A.T.E.S APPLICATION 97
Figure 5.40: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 80 m well distance,
60 m3=h volume 
ow rate, simulation time 10 years.
Figure 5.41: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 80 m well distance,
60 m3=h volume 
ow rate, simulation time 15 years.98 CHAPTER 5. A.T.E.S MODELING
Figure 5.42: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 80 m well distance,
60 m3=h volume 
ow rate, simulation time 20 years.5.3. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION IN A.T.E.S APPLICATION 99
Figure 5.43: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 120 m well
distance, 10 m3=h volume 
ow rate, simulation time 10 years.
Figure 5.44: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 120 m well
distance, 10 m3=h volume 
ow rate, simulation time 15 years.100 CHAPTER 5. A.T.E.S MODELING
Figure 5.45: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 120 m well
distance, 10 m3=h volume 
ow rate, simulation time 20 years.
Figure 5.46: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 120 m well
distance, 20 m3=h volume 
ow rate, simulation time 10 years.5.3. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION IN A.T.E.S APPLICATION 101
Figure 5.47: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 120 m well
distance, 20 m3=h volume 
ow rate, simulation time 15 years.
Figure 5.48: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 120 m well
distance, 20 m3=h volume 
ow rate, simulation time 20 years.102 CHAPTER 5. A.T.E.S MODELING
Figure 5.49: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 120 m well
distance,simulation time 10 years.
Figure 5.50: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 120 m well
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Figure 5.51: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection hot well. Case: 120 m well
distance, simulation time 20 years.
Figure 5.52: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection cold well. Case: 120 m well
distance,simulation time 10 years.104 CHAPTER 5. A.T.E.S MODELING
Figure 5.53: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection cold well. Case: 120 m well
distance, simulation time 15 years.
Figure 5.54: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection cold well. Case: 120 m well
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Figure 5.55: Temperature trend vs radial distance from injection cold well. Case: 120 m well
distance,simulation time 3 months that is the injection time.106 CHAPTER 5. A.T.E.S MODELING
5.3.2 Synthesis & Conclusions
It is possible to talk about two zones, the rst one concern a zone near to the well and the
other one concerns a zone far than the well (this zone is named End zone). This End zone identify
the maximum dimension of thermal bubble around well. Conclusion are listed below:
• for every result there is a good tting between analytical and numerical solutions, in particular
for the End zone;
• the main dierences are in the rst zone and depend on the period of comparison. If the
comparison is taken during injection time, the numerical temperature trend does not coincide
with analytical solutions because of the great mass 
ow rate magnitude dierence.
Although there is no best tting for the rst zone, the End zone is best tted by analytical solutions
under eective mass solution. Thus this technique is a good method for thermal front evaluation.Bibliography
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